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Post−Announcement Drift and Cash Flows
Toyotaka Nakagawa
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the relationship between post−announcement drift and the usefulness
of cash flow information. The post−announcement drift is the phenomenon that stock prices continue changing
for a direction even after the announcement days. The first evidence of the post−announcement drift was
indicated by the Ball and Brown (1968), and then many papers have been illustrated the robustness of the
evidences for the post−announcement drift phenomenon and tried to explain why the phenomenon occur. On the
other hand, the listed companies disclose the statement of cash flows, but the many papers focused on only the
post “earnings” announcement drift. So, this paper addresses not only earnings but also “cash flows” and
“accruals”.
As for the causes of the post−earnings−announcement drift, we could classify roughly into two explanations.
First, the error of abnormal returns estimations causes the post−earnings−announcement drift. In other words,
the explanation asserts that the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is not adequate to calculate the capital cost
enough to reflect the risk of stocks. That is to say, the explanation addresses the methodological issues. Bernard
and Thomas (1989) said it “explanation based on incomplete risk adjustment”. The other is said “explanation
based on delayed response to information” by them. In the case, we could interpret the phenomenon as the
insufficiency of the investors’ understanding for the accounting information and other the limitations in the real
transactions.
Many papers, for example Rayburn (1986), Wilson (1986) (1987), Ali (1994), Pfeiffer et al. (1998), Barth et
al. (1999) (2001), documented the usefulness of cash flows information, and many papers investigated the post−
earnings−announcement drift, but did not for cash flows one. So, this paper addressed the post−cash−flows−
announcement drift and post−accruals−announcement drift, especially the relationship between them and
usefulness of cash flows information.
This paper has two conclusions, which are (1) the usefulness of cash flows information might influence the
interpretation of post−earnings−announcement drift, (2) it is necessary that we will investigate the post−cash−
flows−announcement drift.
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